**M4760 MISSION TERMINATE (USA, 1987)**
(Other titles: Cooper, Mission sans retour; Revenge of the kickfighter)

**Credits:** director, Anthony Maharaj; writer, Joe Avallon.  
**Cast:** Richard Norton, Dick Wei, Franco Guerrero, Rex Cutter, Lu Shao Lung.  
**Summary:** Martial arts/adventure set in Vietnam in 1970 and at a Marine base in Southeast Asia in 1987. After burning down a Vietnamese village in 1970, a group of Marines led by Col. Ted Ryan (Cutter) discovers a hoard of gold bars, which they decide to keep. Sixteen years later, the Vietnamese bandit whose gold it was, reappears to avenge the theft. He has assembled a team of karate experts and terrorists and is methodically murdering the Marines. Ryan enlists the help of Brad Cooper (Norton), a karate champion, to combat the assassins.